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Cornerstone laying ceremony for Shap’in: The innovation
center dedicated to composite aerostructures of the
future
Friday, November 26, 2021

Daher lays the cornerstone for the Shap'In
innovation center that will develop its
composite aerostructures of the future

Nantes, France, November 26, 2021

Daher’s new 1,600-square-meter Shap'In TechCenter will bring together the company’s
full spectrum of aerostructures and composites expertise in a single facility to be located
on Daher’s existing site at Saint -Aignan-de-Grandlieu in the Jules Verne industrial
innovation cluster near Nantes, Fr ance. Its operational startup is planned in October
2022 .
This €7.5 million project is supported by €800,000 in funding from the French Aerospace
Industry Modernization Fund, and will respond to technical, economic and environmental
challenges faced by th e industry – while also training young talent. Shap'in will employ
160 people, half of whom will work on research and development projects.

Gathering around a commemorative plaque created for the Shap’in technical center’s cornerstone laying
ceremony are (from left to right): Franck Louvrier, Vice President of the Region Pays de la Loire; Franckie
Trichet, Vice President of the Nantes Métropole; Daher CEO Didier Kayat; and Didier Martin, Prefect of the
Loire Country Region.

Advanced composites in general – and thermoplastics in particular – are true game changers in the
world of aerostructures because they enable the production of components that are simultaneously
lighter and stronger than the materials previously used, and at lower cost. Another major advantage is
that they can be recycled/repurposed as part of a circular economy. The resulting performance gains
are therefore significant, and help limit aviation’s environmental impact.
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The Shap'In TechCenter’s key purpose is to drive Daher’s consolidation of its leadership in aerostructure
technologies, which are key to the aerospace industry’s success in meeting the twin challenges of
competitiveness and reduced environmental impact.

A unique facility and resources
To ensure the 100% alignment of innovation and manufacturing, Shap'In is located on Daher’s SaintAignan-de-Grandlieu site, adjacent to its specialized production plant for thermoplastic aerospace
components – which is one of the largest facilities of its kind in the aerospace industry.
This combination of innovation center and production plant brings together a unique set of skills and
resources that will accelerate innovation in aerostructures and the methods and processes used to
manufacture them. Shap'In will capitalize on the technological advances made by Daher in the design
and production of aircraft wings, tails and engines by enabling designs to be put into production faster
and with greater agility, thereby shortening the lead time to product maturity.

At the cornerstone unveiling ceremony, Daher CEO Didier Kayat said: “We are extremely proud to
see this project come to fruition; a process that has accelerated significantly in recent months thanks to
the support we have received from the France Relance national recovery plan. Together with Log'In, our
future logistics acceleration platform at Toulouse; and Fly'In, the Tarbes innovation center dedicated to
the forward development of our aircraft product range; Shap'In further underlines our determination to
embrace the future, and will showcase how our technological expertise feeds into a cutting-edge French
industry. It also will considerably extend our ability to develop disruptive technologies and their
production processes. We are putting the needed resources in place for Daher to remain at the forefront
of our industry, while also ensuring our status as a key player in tomorrow’s low-carbon aviation sector.”

360° innovation
Shap'In has been developed around three key axes:


Expertise:
o People: By bringing R&D and production teams together, they will be able to work
collaboratively and benefit from each other’s ideas in shortening the development and
innovation cycle;
o Materials: While previously dispersed across a number of regions, all Daher composite
material testing laboratories (which also work on behalf of other leading aerospace prime
contractors) will now come together at a single site;
o Processes: The TechCenter will oversee new developments in production, new processes
(e.g. induction welding, etc.), digital integration, etc.



Equipment and resources:
o Shap'In will incorporate pre-development resources that bridge the gap between laboratory
testing and the production line, as well as facilities for analyses of materials and finished
products;
o These resources will make it possible to conduct research on reducing production costs,
reducing the carbon footprint and boosting performance, with the ultimate aim of positioning
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Daher in new markets and setting the company distinctively apart from its Asian and
American competitors;
Being fully aligned with the Daher Open Innovation strategy, Shape'In also will provide the
opportunity for selected manufacturers of production machinery essential for the
manufacture of composite structural components to test their future developments on site in
partnership with Daher.

The decision in favor of the Nantes region:
o The Nantes technology hub boasts a very rich and diverse local R&D network (including the
IRT Jules Vernes R&D institute for advanced manufacturing technologies, the EMC2
competitiveness cluster, etc.) in which Daher already is heavily involved;
o The Nantes region overall is recognized in the aerospace industry for its expertise in
advanced composites, and its ability to respond effectively to tomorrow’s aerospace
challenges, which include the recycling of material offcuts.

------------------------------About Daher - www.daher.com
Daher is an aircraft manufacturer and an industry and service equipment supplier. Daher asserts its leadership in three
main businesses: aircraft manufacturing, aerospace equipment and systems, logistics and supply chain services; and
achieved a turnover of 1.1 billion euros in 2020.
With the stability provided by its family ownership, Daher has been committed to innovation since its creation in 1863.
Today, present in 13 countries, Daher is a leader in Industry 4.0, designing and developing value-added solutions for its
industrial partners.

Daher is also on social networks:
@DAHER_official
Daher
Daher_Official

Press and media contact
Jeffrey Lenorovitz
The InfoWEST Group
+1 703 615-3646
jleno@infowestgroup.com
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Daher
An aircraft manufacturer and an industry & service equipment supplier
with the focus on innovation for more than 150 years.
A family group founded in 1863
With its history and family DNA, Daher today is a group that is unique by its business model that is
balanced between industry and services, and its positioning in three complementary activities:
 Aircraft manufacturer
 Manufacturer of aerospace equipment & systems
 Provider of logistics and supply chain services
Daher's mission is to design, develop and operate innovative solutions that enable its manufacturing and
major aerospace equipment supplier customers to focus on their core business, and thereby improve their
operational performance.

Key figures : 2021
3 complementary businesses: aircraft manufacturing, aerospace equipment & systems, logistics & services
9,500 average employee headcount
13 countries with a direct company presence
1.1 billion euros in annual revenue
2.5 years of revenue on the order book
Turnover distribution: 80% in aeronautics, 20% in other advanced industries
50/50: distribution of revenue between industry & services
350 engineers in the design bureaus
3 centers of excellence (aircraft, industry, logistics & services)
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Our fundamentals: what makes us unique

Our activities
Aircraft manufacturer
As the 7th-ranked aircraft manufacturer in the general and business aviation sectors, Daher continues the
tradition of the legendary Morane-Saulnier company created in 1911, and is the world’s oldest producer of
aircraft that remains in operation today. This expertise includes:
 The design, manufacture and maintenance of:
o The TBM family of single-engine turboprop aircraft, which are among the world’s fastest in
their class and a reference in the aviation industry;
o The Kodiak 100, an all-terrain multi-mission aircraft used throughout the world by air taxi
operators, companies, humanitarian organizations, owners/pilots and in other applications;
 Maintenance, repair and operational monitoring/support of other aircraft in the same category
Highlights 2020/2021
 50 TBMs and 20 Kodiaks delivered in 2021
 Overall deliveries of the TBM aircraft family surpass the 1,000 mark; the 300th Kodiak is delivered
 The HomeSafe™ emergency autoland system is certified on the TBM 940
 The EcoPulse™ distributed propulsion hybrid aircraft demonstrator – which is being developed by
Daher, Safran and Airbus with the support of France’s CORAC civil aviation research council –
successfully passes its Preliminary Design Review as a first key step toward validating the project’s
feasibility and firming up the architecture for a first flight scheduled in 2022
 Daher launches the enhanced Kodiak 100 Series III version
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 Daher’s full operational support contract is extended by seven years for TBM 700s operated under
responsibility of the French Ministry for the Armed Forces
 Deliveries begin for the four TBM 940s ordered from Daher by the DGA-EV – France’s government-run
flight test organization

Aerospace equipment & systems
Daher designs and develops an extensive range of products and systems that meet critical requirements of
the aeronautical sector (competitiveness, environment, production rates).
From the design of elementary parts to fully equipped sections, Daher provides complex aerostructures that
require the dual expertise in composites and metal materials: wings and empennages, doors and hatches,
fuselages, propulsion systems and their integration.
Daher is the largest Tier 1 independent manufacturer of aerostructures in France.

Highlights 2020/2021
 Daher produces the winglets for the G700, Gulfstream’s new large-cabin business jet


European certification for the Airbus H160 helicopter equipped with a revolutionary composite
tail structure from Daher, playing a key role in improving performance and respecting the
environment



Daher confirms its technological lead in the field of advanced composites for aviation by delivering
highly complex structural demonstrator components as part of the Airbus "Wing of Tomorrow"
and the Rolls-Royce UltraFan research and development programs

Logistics & services
Responding to the major logistical challenges has been part of Daher’s business DNA since its origins. As
the French leader in industrial logistics, Daher designs, operates and optimizes complex logistical flows by
meeting dual challenges: securing and optimizing the supply to factories and major industrial projects.
Daher specializes in the mechanical and structural assembly of complex subassemblies as well as in the
installation of equipment. For more than 30 years, Daher has provided a range of industrial services
related to the assembly and cabin outfitting of aircraft.
Present in key industrial sectors, Daher has developed exceptional skills and a unique aeronautical
expertise.
Highlights 2020/2021
 Daher takes responsibility for the industrial logistics of one of the European rail leaders (opening
seven sites in Germany and Austria)
 As the global logistics partner for the ITER project, Daher provides transportation for the most
massive and critical components of this large fusion experiment
 The initial A220 jetliner from the assembly line at Airbus’ U.S. production site in Mobile, Alabama,
successfully performs its first flight. Daher, which is in charge of the logistics for the Mobile final
assembly line, is part of this success
 Daher is integrated in Rolls-Royce's operational logistics team
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Innovation by Daher
Innovation at the heart of Daher's history and identity
In its more than 150 years of existence, Daher has consistently cultivated the spirit of entrepreneurship
and innovation of its origins to make a difference in the company’s markets. To better meet the current
and future needs of customers, Daher has adopted a 360° approach to innovation, associating:
 Long-term research and development, with its large-scale projects (most often collaborative), to
design the competitive and differentiating solutions of tomorrow in time scales of three to 10
years ; new generation materials, production process (robotics, cobots ...) and digital
transformation (Supply Chain 4.0, digital factory...);
 Short-term open innovation, based on sharing of know-how and collaboration with Daher’s teams,
customers and innovative ecosystems and actors (academic, industrial, start-up, SMEs...) as
accelerators of the innovation process.
Key figures:
 Today, Daher participates in 13 projects with CORAC (the French civil aviation research council),
serving as a leader for seven of them
 Three technology centers (R&D), operational from 2022 : Fly’in (aircraft), Shap’in (aerospace
equipment & systems), Log’in (logistics & services)
 60 PoC (proof of concept) projects since 2018
 360 partners identified/qualified (start-ups, scale-ups etc.)

Three technical centers to accelerate innovation
Daher has launched innovation centers for each of its three sectors of activity: Logistics (Log'in in Toulouse),
aerospace equipment & systems (Shap'in in Nantes) and aircraft (Fly'in in Tarbes). These centers, to be
operational from 2022, are supported by the France Relance program, BPI France, as well as France’s
Occitanie and Loire regions.
Highlighting the values of creativity, innovation and business efficiency, these new sites will promote
exchange and collaboration – between field teams and design offices, customers and public partners
(higher education institutions, academic laboratories...) and private (technical centers, incubators...) – to
prepare the aeronautics and logistics sectors for tomorrow.
Log'in, the acceleration platform in Toulouse, dedicated to the logistics of the future
Within its new CORLOG logistics site (in Cornebarrieu, near Toulouse), Daher will welcome the Log'in
accelerator of research and training projects at the service of the French industrial logistics sector. Its
objective is to improve and transform the industrial logistics sector, essential for business competitiveness,
in an open and collaborative innovation approach. Daher’s goal is to host a set of industrial actors involved
in the improvement of the logistics chains (start-ups, specialists in transportation and logistics, large
industrial groups, SMEs and ETI manufacturers, solutions providers...).
Shap’in, the technical center dedicated to aerostructures of the future
To be located in the immediate vicinity of Daher’s facility in Saint-Aignan-de-Grandlieu near Nantes, Shap'In
aims to accelerate innovation and the rise in technological maturity of advanced composite aircraft
structural elements. The project will meet the technical, economic and environmental issues of the sector
while training young talents.
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Fly’in, the aircraft technical center
Located on the Daher site at Tarbes, Fly'in will be dedicated to the development of Daher’s aircraft business.
It will include a materials laboratory, fast prototyping workshops, a mechanical test bench, system
integration benches, the preparation and operation of flight tests... The expected benefits are multiple in
the areas of innovation, technical control, safety and confidentiality.

Leading-edge technological and ecological innovation
The pandemic health crisis’ brutal impact on air transport – and consequently, throughout the aerospace
sector – has raised further questions about a sector that already was facing challenges. If the French
industry is to remain a world leader, it must innovate and gain competitiveness. Key contributors include
innovation for a greener aviation sector (guaranteeing the very acceptability of air transport), along with
the development of new business models and manufacturing processes.
The crisis and changes faced by the aerospace sector has led to a reinforcement of Daher's strategy. The
company was able to commit itself very early on to the future of composite materials that are lighter in
weight and faster to produce – which are being pioneered at its Industry 4.0 factory. Today, Daher has
placed its know-how as an aircraft manufacturer at the service of research and development projects for
aviation of tomorrow: hybrid aircraft, breakthrough innovations in aircraft design... Digitization and
innovation – which are pillars of Daher’s "Succeed Together" strategic plan – is an absolute necessity to
gain performance in an industrial system that is too heterogeneous.
Daher has the resources to become one of the leaders in a more efficient and responsible aeronautical
sector: the proven ability to meet industrial challenges (Daher has participated in all industrial revolutions
since the end of the 19th century), business models (industry and services) and governance (family and
institutional) – guidelines that are based on responsible and patient capitalism (a family business since
1863)...

Reduced carbon aircraft
For more than 10 years, Daher has taken the major environmental issues into account for its R & D
roadmap. The COVID-19 crisis is accelerating the aerospace sector’s transformation and collaborative
research of innovative solutions – even breakthroughs. "Tomorrow, aircraft will need to be greener, or will
no longer exist."
With its TBM aircraft, Daher has a unique platform for experimentation that the company is providing to
other aircraft manufacturers and industrialists (including the propulsion sector) as part of collaborative
research projects. To illustrate this, Daher currently is participating in 13 CORAC research and
development projects (seven as a leader). The mission of CORAC, which benefited from a 1.5 billion euro
grant as part of France’s aeronautical recovery plan, is "accelerating the research and construction of a
carbon neutral aircraft on the horizon of 2035, instead of 2050.” (Bruno Lemaire, France’s Minister of the
Economy, Finance and Recovery).
The current primary R & D projects at Daher are focused on four main axes:
1. Propulsion :
 Hybridization/electrification (the EcoPulse™ project in partnership with Safran and Airbus)
 Fuels: storage of liquid hydrogen aboard aircraft (fuel tanks/nacelles) (the IDHYL project of the IRT
Jules Verne, in particular)
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2. Reducing the weight of aerostructures (leading to the reduction of fuel consumption and reduction in
CO2 emissions):
Daher devotes an important part of its research and development budget to thermoplastics – a true gamechanger in the world of aerostructures.
"Thermoplastics are more adaptable to the automation of production processes. They also are recyclable,
repairable and weldable material whose mechanical properties make it possible to use less material and,
overall, to make lighter-weight structures.”
Pierre Rouch, technical expert in thermoplastics at Daher
Examples :
 In the CORAC framework, Daher leads the largest French research project on thermoplastics:
TRAMPOLINE 2 (TheRmoplAstic coMPosite for hOrizontaL tailplaNEs) + induction welding vs
riveting (weight gain -15%)
 Reuse of thermoplastic cuttings
3. Optimization: Aircraft shaping (aerodynamics), more optimized propulsion (improve structure)
 Projet Excelab (GIFAS/CORAC)
4. Production logistics (Daher, no. 1 in Europe’s aeronautical logistics)
 Optimization of storage space with the use of artificial intelligence (densification, reduction of
used surface area, and the environmental impact of Daher’s logistical activities)
 Biopackaging
 PoC (proof of concept) activity in progress: Connected shuttles (optimization of movements;
reduced consumption/emissions)

Modernization of industrial tools
The main activities/advances are structured around:
1. The Oddicea research and technology program (Operational Digitalization for Databased and InterConnected Efficient Activities), supported by 1.4 million euros (40% of the total) from the Loire region
This project’s goal is to position the Daher factory of Saint-Aignan-de-Grandlieu as a regional showcase of
the industry of the future, and for aeronautics in particular, as well as serving as Daher’s pilot facility in the
field of digitization.
To cover a period of four years, Oddicea focuses on a massive use of new technologies to optimize all plant
processes (production, control, maintenance, logistics ...). The goal is to increase overall productivity and
achieve economies of scale to respond to the issues of cadence and competitiveness of the aerospace
sector, while ensuring the very high level of quality and technicality it requires.
The program is built around five orientations (work packages):


connectivity of industrial means (with implementation of a MES - Manufacturing Execution
System);
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their further extension (implementation of digital assistance at certain workstations);
total traceability of production;
the piloting of the supply chain ("cockpit supply chain");
and finally, the development of a "digital twin" of the plant that will enable an up-to-date vision of
the production tool.

1. The CORAC collaborative projects:
 PLATFORM (led by Daher): A modular, flexible and reconfigurable production system
 AGILES (led by Daher): Innovative and lean supply chain for general aviation
 API: Automated painting and application of sealant
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Speech by Daher CEO Didier Kayat during the cornerstone
laying ceremony for the Shap’in technical center

It is a great joy for me to welcome you to the Saint-Aignan-de-Grandlieu site, and I thank
you for your presence this morning.
After the complicated period that we have just gone through, and which unfortunately is not quite behind
us yet, Daher chooses today to look resolutely towards the future.
At the height of the crisis, we needed to – and we were able to – defend ourselves and take all measures,
including the most painful ones, to weather the storm and be able to bounce back at the time of recovery.
We are gathered today for the cornerstone laying ceremony of our brand-new technical center dedicated
to the composite aerostructures of the future.
The future Shap’in technical center that brings us together today illustrates our desire to project ourselves,
to move forward, and also to shape the future, which has been characteristic of Daher since its creation
over 150 years ago.
Shap'In is part of a global system designed to accelerate innovation and Daher's rebound, across all of our
businesses. It will operate alongside Log'In – our acceleration platform in Toulouse for the logistics of the
future; and Fly'In – our innovation center dedicated to the development of our range of aircraft in Tarbes.
It is intended to be the showcase of our technological know-how at the service of a cutting-edge French
industry: here, we are going to design and develop the technologies that will make it possible to bring
about the more efficient and eco-responsible aircraft of tomorrow. How? By implementing a unique set of
skills and resources around advanced composites, and by relying on the strength of a very rich local R&D
ecosystem in which we have been heavily involved for nearly two decades.
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[Why here?]
Since 2003, we have invested heavily in this region to develop unique and avant-garde means of
production:
• Our R&D teams have historically been located at the heart of the industrial innovation grouping
formed around the IRT Jules Verne and the EMC2 cluster. A grouping whose vocation and ambition
– namely to become a flagship of the industry of the future: competitive, resilient and responsible,
and in phase with current environmental challenges – were also recently reaffirmed during
placement of the cornerstone for the IRT Jules Verne’s future head office;
• The factory to which Shap'in is attached, a few steps from where we are, was the first French
facility to be labeled as a showcase for the factory of the future in 2015. It also is one of the factory
benchmarks in Europe – and even in the world – for the production of aeronautical parts in
thermoplastic composites…THE material that will bring change for the future generation of
commercial aircraft.
The Nantes region is recognized today in the aeronautical industry for its expertise in advanced
composites and, in particular, for its ability to integrate the aeronautical challenges of tomorrow, such as
the recycling of scrap parts. We are proud to contribute to the dynamics of a territory which matters today
and will count even more tomorrow for industry – and the aeronautics industry in particular – in France, in
Europe and in the world.
By bringing together an innovation center and a production plant on the same site, it is indeed a new
dynamic for innovation that we want to build, by making research and production, engineers and
colleagues work together...here in Nantes, but also in Toulouse and in Tarbes, where the other Daher
technical centers will be located.
Because we have important customers, and because we are faithful to the spirit of our origins, we want to
do everything to help our customers meet their major challenges: technological, economic and
environmental.

[Why? Our orientations]
More than ever, aeronautics is now at the crossroads of these challenges. In order for the airplane to
retain its place and role in our societies, the aviation sector has initiated major changes that now must be
accelerated. The airplane of tomorrow will be low carbon, or it will no longer exist. To achieve this,
technological breakthroughs will be needed in many areas: fuel, propulsion, as well as aerostructures –
which means the parts that make up the aircraft’s structure – which will need to be both lighter and more
efficient to improve aerodynamics and reduce fuel consumption, as well as being faster to produce and at
low cost...
On all of these issues related to aerostructures, we at Daher have a role to play, and Shap’in will help us
meet it.
We have a recognized technological lead in the field of advanced composites for aeronautics, and in
particular thermoplastics – a material which lends itself more easily to production automation, which is
recyclable, repairable and weldable, and whose mechanical properties make it possible to use less
material and, overall, to make the structures lighter, resulting in significant gains in terms of performance
and a reduction in the aircraft's environmental impact.
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The two priority technological approaches that we are going to develop within Shap'in are: the
implementation of structural thermoplastics – including their assembly by welding, without riveting, which
will further reduce the weight significantly as well as reduce the assembly time for airplanes; and
automatic layup by means of fiber placement robots.
Regarding product lines, our R&D efforts for more than 15 years have focused on two priority areas: the
airfoil and empennage on one hand, and the engine environment on the other. This positioning is linked to
our capacity as an aircraft manufacturer: we can develop, demonstrate and validate our innovations and
their performance on our own aircraft, the TBM manufactured in Tarbes, France, and since 2019, the
Kodiak, manufactured at Sandpoint in Idaho in the United States. It is a significant advantage over our
main competitors.
Thanks to a methodical sequence of R&D projects, we have gradually developed unique expertise and
gained maturity. In 2020/2021, these efforts were marked by achievements as part of major R&D
programs that were hailed by the market: in particular, the Wing of Tomorrow by Airbus; and UltraFan by
Rolls-Royce.
We are proud to be among the leaders of large-scale projects supported by CORAC, the French council for
civil aeronautical research.
It is on all these technological advances that Shap’in intends to capitalize, by bringing together a unique
set of skills and means to accelerate innovation both in aerostructures and the means to produce them.

[How?]
Concretely, Shap'in will consist of a 1,600-square-meter technical hall, including 100 square meters of
mezzanine offices and a protected external storage area.
Shap'In was developed around three orientations:
•

First and foremost, expertise:
As a single platform, Shap'in will bring together skills in materials, design, calculation, simulation
and processes – which, until now, were spread across different sites. The goal is to accelerate
innovation and support the increase in technological maturity of composite aerostructures.
Daher has significantly developed the skills of young talents during the past 10 years by integrating
them into multidisciplinary teams and giving them the responsibility for developing technological
bricks in collaboration with more experienced employees. Today, a multi-business team of 60
people (engineers and technicians) will strengthen our Saint-Aignan-de-Grandlieu site and continue
its development by responding to the aeronautical challenges of tomorrow.



Secondly, equipment and resources:
o Shap'In will be equipped with "pre-development" resources, midway between the laboratory
and the industrial tools, as well as materials and finished product analysis resources.
o These resources will make it possible to carry out studies to reduce production costs, reduce the

carbon footprint and improve performance with the aim of positioning Daher in new markets
and differentiating itself from Asian and American competitors.
o Aligned with Daher's Open Innovation strategy, Shap'In also will allow certain machine
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manufacturers – who are essential to the production of structural composite parts – to test their
future equipment on site, in partnership with Daher.


And finally, collaboration and co-engineering:
o With the industrial and research capabilities of Nantes on one hand:
Shap’in will interact with:
 Technological infrastructures and local research players: the IRT Jules Verne and the
EMC2 cluster as already mentioned; but also the Composites Technocampus, the
Ocean Technocampus, Proxinov, the University of Nantes, and the Ecole Centrale de
Nantes, to name a few;




And with manufacturers as well: the Airbus sites in Nantes and Saint-Nazaire…of course,
along with specialized mid-sized companies and SMEs. As examples, I would cite Paprec,
tool makers such as Loiretech, and designers of industrial resources such as Europe
Tehnologie, Coriolis, etc.

We also will develop collaboration and co-engineering with our major customers and partners in
France and internationally, with the aim – once again – of strengthening our positioning in
activities with a strong relationship to low-carbon aircraft:
 Pratt & Whitney in Canada, Honeywell in the USA, and Safran in France for engines…;
 Airbus, Boeing, Gulfstream and Dassault for thermoplastic aerostructures.

As you can see, Shap'in embodies values that are dear to us: the spirit of innovation and openness;
positioning in key geographic regions; and the desire to work as a team…because it is as a team that we
build tomorrow and prepare future generations.
I will conclude by warmly thanking the French government for its support through the crisis, then France
Relance – and France 2030 for tomorrow – as well as our partners in the regions: the Loire region and
Nantes Métropole for their confidence and support. We will diligently work to be worthy of this.
A big thank you also goes to our teams for their unwavering commitment: continuing to believe in what
we do and being daring…this is how we will succeed in giving shape – Shap'in – to our ambition, to know
how to position Daher as one of the key players in the more eco-responsible and more efficient
aeronautics industry of tomorrow.
My thanks to everyone.
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Shap'in: the Nantes technical center
A technical facility sized at 1,600 square meters, with 100 square meters of mezzanine offices and a
protected external storage area.
Reveal video
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Automated Fiber Placement (AFP) cell at Daher’s plant in Saint-Aignan-de-Grandlieu (near Nantes, France)
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